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Abstract. The interaction mechanisms at the molecular level that govern essential processes inside the cell are conventionally modeled by
nonlinear dynamic systems of coupled differential equations. Our implementation adopts an S-system to capture the dynamics of the gene
regulatory network (GRN) of interest. To identify a solution to inverse
problem of GRN parameter identification the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is adopted here. Contributions made in the present paper
are twofold. Firstly the bias of GSA toward the center of the search
space is reported. Secondly motivated by observed center-seeking (CS)
bias of GSA, mass-dispersed gravitational search algorithm (mdGSA) is
proposed here. Simulation results on a set of well-studied mathematical
benchmark problems and two gene regulatory networks confirms that
the proposed mdGSA is superior to the standard GSA, mainly duo to
its reduced CS bias.
Keywords: Gravitational search algorithm, Center-seeking bias, Massdispersed gravitational search algorithm, Gene regulatory network model
identification.

1

Introduction

Many diseases are the result of polygenic and pleiotropic effects controlled by
multiple genes. Genome-wide interaction analysis (GWIA), by providing insight
into the biological and biochemical pathways of disease is a natural evolution of
single locus study.
The level of activation and inhibition of genes are governed by factors within
a cellular environment and outside of the cell. The activation and inhibition relationship between genes are integrated by gene regulatory networks (GRNs),
forming an organizational level in the cell with complex dynamics [4]. Mathematical modeling of GRNs provides a powerful tool not only to better understand such a complex system but also to develop new hypotheses on underlying
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mechanisms. Model parameter identification is a challenging optimization problem [21] with the objective function representing data misfit in a given norm. In
this study, S-systems [22], a set of non-linear differential equations of a special
form belonging to the power-law formalism are adopted as model. To estimate
the model parameters and to capture the dynamics in gene expression data,
Tominaga et al. [22] used standard evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Evolutionary
computation is becoming a popular approach for solving S-system parameter
identification [3, 10, 11, 15], mainly due to the multimodality and strong nonlinear parameter-dependencies in the problem.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to adopt the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) for S-system parameter optimization for GRN.
This study provides a conceptual analysis of the search behavior of the GSA.
The analysis suggests a center-seeking (CS) bias in the search process of the GSA
confirmed by a setting up a test similar to one proposed by Angeline [1] on a set
of several widely used numerical benchmark problems with various optimization
characteristics. To partially dilute the search bias of GSA, a solution inspired
from the Simulated Big Bounce [6] algorithm is proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A short introduction to
GRNs and to S-systems is provided in Section 2. The population based model for
S-system parameter identification is presented in Section 3. A brief tour of GSA
followed by a conceptual analysis of its CS behavior are presented in Section 3.1.
Motivated by the observed CS bias of the standard GSA, Section 3.2 presents the
mdGSA, a solution borrowed from the Simulated big bounce (SBB) algorithm [6].
The experimental setup adopted to check the CS bias of GSA and mdGSA
and their suitability for gene network parameter identification are presented in
Section 4. The final section draws conclusions and considers implications for
future research.

2

Gene regulatory Networks

GRNs in the cell are a complex dynamic network of interactions between the
products of genes (mRNAs) and the proteins they produce, some of which in
return act as regulators of the expression of other genes (or even their own gene)
in the production of mRNA. While low cost methods to monitor gene expression through microarrays exist, we still know little about the complex interactions of these cellular components. Usually, sets of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) are used as mathematical models for these systems [23,24], however they
suffer from many assumptions critical to the equations themselves. S-system approaches, on the other hand, use time-independent variables to model these processes. Assuming the concentration of N proteins, mRNAs, or small molecules at
t
time t is given by y1t , y2t , . . . , yit , . . . , yN
, S-systems model the temporal evolution
of the ith component at time t by power-law functions of the form (1).
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where N represents the number of genes involved in the GRN. The first term
represents all factors that promote the expression of component i, yi , whereas the
second term represents all factors that inhibit its expression. In a biochemical
engineering context, the non-negative parameters αi , βi are called rate constants, and real-valued exponents gij (G matrix, [G]) and hij (H matrix, [H])
are, respectively, referred to as kinetic order for synthesis and kinetic order for
degradation.
x = {α, β, [G], [H]} are the parameters that define the S-system. The total
number of parameters in the S-system is 2N (N + 1), meaning the number of
parameters increases quadratically and can quickly become very large. The parameter estimation task is to determine model parameters such that the dynamic
profiles fit the observation.

3

Population based S-systems model parameter
identification

Let us define the search space as the following:
E=

D
O
[Ldx , Udx ],

(2)

d=1

with the objective of locating x∗ ∈ E, where f (x∗ ) is the extremum of a function
f (x) : IRD → IR and where Ldx and Uxd are respectively the lower and upper
bound of the search domain at dimension d.
To guide the population in the search space, some measure of discrimination
is needed. The most commonly used quality assessment criterion is the mean
quadratic discrepancy between the observed expression pattern yit and the model
output ŷit [16].
f=

2
N X
T  t
X
ŷ − y t
i

i=1 t=1

i

yit

,

(3)

where T is the number of time points.
Having chosen an appropriate fitness function, the next section outlines the
GSA.
3.1

A Brief Tour of the Gravitational Search Algorithm

Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [18] is a relatively new technique that has
been empirically shown to perform well on many function optimization problems [2, 8, 9, 12–14, 17, 19, 20]. GSA inspires from the evolution of complex structures in the universe. In its original version, GSA scatters particles in a feasible
region of the search space where they interact with each other under Newtons
gravitational force and move in the search area seeking optimal design variable.
GSA shares features with several other competing schemes. Just like many of
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them, GSA has a way of sharing information between solutions. In contrast to
EAs where solutions die at the end of each generation, in GSA, solutions survive through the course of the optimization process. This provides a substantial
source of information for the population when searching the global optimum.
In GSA, just like many other population based optimization techniques, to
guide the population in the search space E, some measure of discrimination is
needed, referred here to as a fitness of each candidate solution xi . Each candidate
solution is a particle with a mass Mi inversely proportional to its fitness f (xi ).
A good solution is analogous to a particle with high mass and a poor solution
represents a particle with a small mass. A particle with high mass resist change
more than those with low mass and tend to have higher impact on other particles, thereby sharing their features with low quality solutions. The attractive
gravitational force governs the movement of the particles in the search space.
The search begins by an attractive force with a strength and direction as a function of the mass of particle itself, mass of other particles and its relative distance
to the other particles. The force is applied to static particles of one under which
their position in next time step changes and they gain a velocity. The quantity
of the resultant force is determined by Newtons gravitational law. A solution
with a higher mass exerts a stronger force compared to that of small mass. The
kinetic energy stored in particles is a form of memory giving them the possibility
to steer their movement under the influence of their memory and external forces.
The sum of the force field and the particle’s kinetic energy induced from its velocity and mass is the total force acting on them and together with its current
position xi (t) determines its next position xi (t + 1) in the search space.
GSA’s basic steps in pseudo-code are shown in Algorithm (1). In original
GSA [18], the mass of particles considering its quality is assignment as follows:
mi
Mi = PS
j=1

mj

, i = 1, 2, . . . , S

(4)

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of gravitational search algorithm (GSA)
Input: Search space E, fitness function f , S, G0 , α
1: Initialize particle’s location, x = (x1 , . . . , xS )T
2: while t < M axIteration do
3:
Fitness calculation
4:
Update Mi , ∀i = 1, . . . , S
5:
Update G
6:
Update attractive force Fid , ∀i = 1, . . . , S
7:
Update vi , ∀i = 1, . . . , S
8:
Update xi , ∀i = 1, . . . , S
9:
t++
10: end while
Output: x∗ and f (x∗ )

⊲ According to (4) and (5)
⊲ According to (8)
⊲ According to (9)
⊲ According to (10)
⊲ t is the number of iterations
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where
mi =

f (xi ) − minj∈{1,...,S} f (xj )
,
maxj∈{1,...,S} f (xj ) − minj∈{1,...,S} f (xj )

5

(5)

and S is the number of particles. The resultant gravitational force acting on
particle i in direction d is determined using Equation (6).
X
Fid =
rj Fijd ,
(6)
j∈Kbest

where Kbest is a set of k particles with the highest mass, rj ∼ U(0, 1) and Fijd
is gravitational force exerted by particle j on particle i. To provide a better
exploration in the early iterations, |Kbest| is set at S in the beginning; however
the exploration must be decreased gradually. Therefore choosing a decremented
function for |Kbest| increases the exploitation of the algorithm when the number
of iterations rises.
The force exerted by particle j acting on particle i is defined as:
Fijd = G


Mi × Mj d
xj − xdi
Rij + ε

(7)

where Rij is Euclidian distance between particles i and j. and G, the gravitational constant initialized at G0 is determined using Equation (8) as
t

G = G0 e−α T

(8)

where α is algorithmic tuning parameter.
The equations of motion of every particle is described using (9) and (10) as
Fi
.∆t,
Mi

(9)

xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t + 1).∆t,

(10)

vi (t + 1) = R × vi (t) +

where ∆t = 1, R ∼ U(0, 1) is an array of size D corresponding to each element
in vector vi .
To overcome limitations observed in performance of GSA, the next Section
presents a modification of mass assignment procedure of standard GSA.
3.2

mdGSA, a mass-dispersed GSA

The CS bias of the standard GSA is a serious barrier to its use as an optimization
tool when recognizing the fact that usually no real-world optimization problem
has its optimal solution at exact center of the search space. A more intense discrimination of solutions may be a partial solution to this problem. Inspired from
the Simulated big bounce algorithm [6], a Mass bounded to the range of [LM , UM ]
is assigned to every particle considering the fitness of each particle. g, the function that maps the fitness to the Mass g : IR → IR, f (xi ) 7→ g (f (xi )) , ∀xi ∈ x
can be any monotonically nondecreasing (and possibly time varying) function in
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principle with real values defined on a the set of fitness of particle xi whose value
is non-negative for f (xi ). We take g as a linear time-invariant strictly increasing
function as following [6]:
f (xi ) −
Mi = g (f (xi )) = LM + (UM − LM )

min

j∈{1,...,S}

4

max

j∈{1,...,S}

f (xj ) −

f (xj )

max

j∈{1,...,S}

f (xj )

.

(11)

Experimental Setup and Results

When comparing the effectiveness of different optimization methods, a standard performance measure is the objective value a certain algorithm can reach
within a certain predefined number of function evaluations. This is based on
the assumption that the dominating factor in measuring computational effort is
fitness evaluation, which is usually valid for complex optimization tasks of interest for real-world problems [5, 7]. This, in the experiments, is modeled as if the
maximum computational resource budget available to devote a task is limited.
This is equivalent as if the maximum time budget for which the best solution
has to be delivered is limited.
4.1

Parameter Settings

In all the experiments adopted in this study, the population size is set at 50.
The total number of fitness evaluation for mathematical optimization problems
is set at 100,000 and for GRN model parameter estimation is set at 200,000.
The used GSA parameters presented in [18] is as follows: G0 is set at 100, α is
set at 20, Kbest is set at number of particles, S, and is linearly decreased to 1
at the last iteration. For the mdGSA the common setting are the same as GSA
settings and the upper and lower bound of mass are set at 1, .01 respectively.
As the studied optimization techniques are stochastic in nature, for a given
function of a given dimension 30 independent runs where executed for each
experimental setup with average best-of-run and standard deviation of results
being reported along with the results of Wilcoxon Rank Sum test for statistical
test of significance.
4.2

Standard optimization problems

To asses the performance of the GSA, a set of four standard optimization problems, each with distinguishing characteristics posing different difficulties to the
optimization algorithm, were selected. The problems selected are benchmark
when comparing different optimization algorithms and are taken from prior studies [1]. This set of optimization problems, in their original from, are crafted to
have the optima at or near the center of search space.
Some population-based optimization techniques suffer from a notable search
bias. They tend to perform best when the optimum is located at or very near to
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Table 1. Test problems. Adopted from [1].
Function
Sphere (F1)
Rosenbrock (F2)
Rastrigin (F3)
Griewank (F4)

Search Space-1 (SS-1)

Search Space-2 (SS-2)

[-80,100]D
[-480,600]D
[-40, 50]D
[-4.0,5.0] D

[-20,100]D
[-120, 600] D
[-10,50]D
[-1.0,5.0] D

the center of the search space. When developing a new optimization algorithm
this makes the comparison unreliable. So in this study, to move the optimal
solutions from the center, the search space is cut out from one side, 10% of the
whole search space in the case of search space-1 (SS-1) and 40% in the case of
search space-2 (SS-2). The test beds and their associated search spaces are listed
in Table 1.
Table 2 compares the GSA and mass-dispersed GSA (mdGSA) algorithms on
the set of four adopted mathematical benchmark problems under two different
search space and when the dimension D is set at 50. Against all expectations,
the performance of the GSA is found to deteriorate as a result of shrinking the
search space. That may be explained by search bias. As result of shrinking the
search space, the optimal solution moves from the center of the search space.
When an algorithm has a center-seeking bias, this move of the location of the
optimal solution deteriorates its performance.
In GSA, a change in number of particles changes the mass assigned to them
as a result of increase in the denumerator of Equation (4). This increase in denumerator smoothes out the difference between the mass of particles, making
them relatively equally the same in exerting attractive force and equally resistant to change in their position as a result of applied gravitational force. The
swarm may be considered as one object with uniform mass distribution. Under
the Newtonian gravitational force this brings the particles closer to the center
resulting in an increase in density of swarm. As a result, they accelerate faster
towards the center. This may explain the observed center-seeking behavior of
standard GSA on a set of standard optimization problems.
To measure center-seeking bias (CSB) of an algorithm, one needs a benchmark and a criteria. A benchmark is when the search space is shrunk by SL % of
the original search space, and the criteria is deterioration of the fitness value
when the search space is shrunk by SU %. Considering the case of GSA on
F4 test function as an example, a measure for CSB is CSBSL ,SU (GSA, F4) =
(411.27 − 7.42)/(SU − SL ) = 13.46, when the SL and SU are set at 10 and
40 receptively. A preferred algorithm is one with smallest CSB, among other
criterions.
The observed search bias of GSA was indeed a motivation to borrow the
mass assignment mechanism of the Simulated big bounce (SBB) algorithm [6]
and propose the mdGSA to partially resolve the search bias. In all the four test
beds, the CSB10,40 of mdGSA is lower than that of GSA (Table 2).
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Table 2. Statistical results of 30 runs obtained by GSA and mdGSA. Mean: Mean of
the Best Values, StdDev: Standard Deviation of the Best Values, CSB40
10 : center-seeking
bias when SL and SU are set at 10 and 40 respectively.
GSA

Function

SS-1

SS-2

CSB10,40

mdGSA
SS-1
SS-2

CSB10,40

5.35E-11 5.37E-11
(4.70E-12) (3.85E-12)

∼0

Sphere

Mean
4.41E-17 4.23E-17
StdDev (1.21E-17) (9.59E-18)

∼0

Rastrigin

Mean
StdDev

27.79
(5.43)

110.83
(12.57)

2.76

36.31
(7.68)

100.62
(11.23)

2.14

Rosenbrock

Mean
StdDev

70.53
(39.39)

208.69
(134.71)

4.60

44.45
(0.257)

76.18
(66.65)

1.06

Griewank

Mean
StdDev

7.42
(2.28)

411.27
(17.81)

13.46

8.21E-4
(3.13E-3)

1.31E-3
4.25E-3

1.63E-5

4.3

GRN model parameter identification

To assess the performance of the methodologies studied here, two gene regulatory
networks, NET1 and NET2, each consist of a network of two genes generated
by the parameters given in Table 3 were adopted.
The gene expression levels of the networks are plotted in Figure 1 each consist
of 50 time course of expression level per gene. The search space for αi and βi is
limited to [20, 0.0] and for gij and hij to [−4.0, 4.0].
The fitness transitions for different methodologies for NET1 and NET2 are
plotted in a logarithmic scale in Figure 2. The Figures are average of 30 independent runs. In both NET1 and NET2, both the GSA and mdGSA start with
a sharp fitness decrease in the beginning. GSA becomes almost stagnate after a
short number of fitness evaluation. The mdGSA in both cases had much better
progression compared to the GSA.
Preliminary analysis showed that neither the GSA nor the mdGSA produced normally distributed results under all settings. Consequently the GSA
Table 3. S-System Parameters for Network Model NET1 and NET2 adopted for model
validation [22].
GRN

i αi

βi gi1 gi2 hi1 gi2

NET1

1
2

3
3

3 0 2.5
3 -2.5 0

NET2

1
2

3
3

3
3

-1
0

0
2

0 -2.5 .1
2.5 0
0

0
.1
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2
Gene 1
Gene 2

Gene 1
Gene 2

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.4

1.4
Concentration

Concentration

1.8

1.2
1
0.8

1.2
1
0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2
0
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0.2
0

0.5

1
Time

1.5

2

0

0

0.5

1
Time

1.5

2

Fig. 1. Target time dynamics of first and second gene networks, NET1 and NET2.

(a)
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(b)
GSA
mdGSA

1

Fitness
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0
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of the GSA and mdGSA. (a) on NET1, (b) on NET2.
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Table 4. A Wilcoxon Rank Sum test of the fitness of last generation for NET1 and
NET2 (30 runs) obtained by GSA and mdGSA. Mean: Mean of the Best Values, StdDev: Standard Deviation of the Best Values.
Simulation results
Mean
StdDev p-Value

GRN
NET1

GSA
mdGSA

3.60
2.39

0.37
1.30

2.14E-5
-

NET2

GSA
mdGSA

4.32
2.43

1.61
0.87

3.32E-6
-

and mdGSA was compared using the nonparametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test
to determine which one finds the lowest fitness values. The test, in contrast to
t-test is solely based on the order in which the observations from the two samples
fall. As presented in Table 4, the results of the proposed mdGSA are better than
that of GSA when the standard cut-off for considering a p-value for a statistically
significant difference is set at p < 0.05.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the GSA and its variant proposed in this paper, mdGSA, are
employed for estimating genetic networks using S-system formalism. The performance of the mdGSA method, which enhances the global searching capability
of GSA and alleviates its center-seeking bias, was verified using four standard
benchmark problems and two networks. The experiments showed that the proposed method is capable to identify model parameters.
The center-seeking bias is a serious barrier to any optimization algorithm
when recognizing the fact that no real-world optimization problem has its optimal solution at exact center of the search space. As part of our future work, we
are interested in in-depth understanding the observed CS bias of the GSA.
Finally, we wish to apply the GSA and its variants algorithms to actual
biological gene network and to conduct a comprehensive comparison against
other popular population-based optimization algorithms.
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